
you’ve got information 
that you’ve built up…it gets
you thinking in certain
ways. You’re also aware 
of other people’s learning
process as well. Sally

what might be applicable to 
me might not be to somebody
else…you could still learn from 
what they are saying. I’m still part of
it even though I’m not an active part
of it.  Steve

everyone’s got their own opinions and that’s how we are learning
from each other. You read all the text-books and everything, but you
actually gain more…well, I do anyway, from discussing things with
teachers and…their experiences. Ruth

if we’re going to talk
about learning, then I
want to know what
everybody else in the
world who is important
has ever said about
learning, and then
maybe I’ll have my own
opinion Katy

I suspect I will be an outcast for this,
but never mind :)
I really like using writing to
communicate with other people. I’m
fairly quiet in person – e-mail avoids
the problems of interrupting other
people, or speaking over each other,
or wanting to address a specific
person without feeling anti-social
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Learning from a narrative data 
collection in an online CPD context

Narrative data collection
•Methodological principles are based on 

narrative as a way of ‘knowing’ (Bruner)
•Narrative captures the ‘learner voice’
•Gives access to informal as well as formal 

experiences of learning
•Informs the presentation of the data in ‘cases’, 

i.e. contextualised and autobiographical 
accounts of learner experiences

•Has a beneficial impact on the learners – 
a significant outcome

•Reconceptualises the role of the practitioner 
as researcher

•Adopts a different approach to evaluation 

Whereas I felt more comfortable because I
wanted to get the non-verbal feedback.
Because when you’re talking to somebody
you’re getting that feedback all the time,
aren’t you? About whether they’re agreeing.
You’re nodding at me now because you
understand what I’m saying, whereas when
you’re doing that online you don’t know
whether they’re understanding you at all.
Sally

I enjoy online
contact because
my brain is
glacially slow, and
also because I
can have Google
and Wikipedia at
my fingertips to
help me with 
fact-finding. Katy

Key areas of learner experience 
on a mixed-mode CPD programme
•The experience of moving between 

work/life/learning contexts
•The experience of communicating online 

(genre, mode and medium-switch)
•The experience of collaborative learning
•The experience of socio-dynamics

Meta-learning
•An unexpected outcome has been the impact on 

the learners of discussing their learning and reflecting
on how they learn within the collaborative environment

•Considerable degree of interest in how they learn 
with others and what impedes/supports this

•Considerable commitment to the collaborative
processes (e.g. response partners, sharing files and
documents, detailed consideration of issues raised 
in online course discussions)

•They create a ‘culture of use’, shaping the context 
of their own learning and how it works at a distance

Outcomes/implications
•The articulation of learning experiences may have

more student benefits than developing tasks and
established concepts of ‘e-tutoring’

•E-learners need to have knowledge for an altered
world, in which they learn how to ‘be’ a learner in 
new contexts and transfer this capability to adapt

•This implies a shift for the practitioner role in HE 
•Embedded opportunities are needed for students 

to narrate the learning experience – a different
concept of evaluating learning

•Narrative methods of evaluation need to be more 
fully explored in a variety of e-learning contexts

I’m used to talking to people when I
haven’t a clue who they are, so…I find it
pretty easy to talk to people online. I was
more nervous coming today, having not
met anyone than I was chatting online
and discussing issues.
Katy




